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·H ealth Hazard
Evalua.t ion
Report

HETA 84-')28-1517
DRIVE TRAIN INDUSTRIES., INC.
ALBUQUERQUE., NEW MEXICO

PREFACE
The Hazard Eval u·ati ons· and Technical Assistance Branch of NIOSH c~nducts field
investi~at~ons of possible health . ~azards in the workplace. T~es~
.
investigations are conducted·'. under ·-the authority o·f Section 20(a )(€ } cf the
Occupation.al Safety and Healt'h Act 'Qf lSiC, 2£· u.s.c. 66£(a)(6}which ·
·
authorizes the Secretary of ·He.alt'h ancf Human Services, followina a written
request from any employer or· a'u thorize.d re'presenta ti ve of employees~ to
.
determine whether any substance~normally found in the place of employment has
potentially toxic effects. in such concentrations ·as used or found . . ·
..
The Hazard Evaluations and .Technical Assistance Branch also provide~, upon
request, _medical. nursing, and industrial hygiene technical and cons·ultative
assistance ·{.TA) to Federal, state, and local agencies; labor; industry an<!
other groups or indiyiduals to control occupational . health hazards and' to
prevent
·related
trauma
and disease.
··
. . ,
. . . .. .
..
•;

:

Mention of coJT1pany nan:es or products does not constitute endorsement by the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.
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HETA 84-028-1517
OCTOBER 1984
DRIVE TRAIN INDUSTRIES; INC.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
I.

IJIOSH INVESTIGATORS:·
George L. Pettigrew
Harry L. Markel, Jr.

SUMMARY
.· <

In October 1983, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH) received a request ~o conduct a health hazard evaluation
at Drive Train Industries, Inc., Albuquerque, Hew Mexico. · The company
rebuilds brakes, clutches, transmissions and differentials, primarily
for trucks. · The request concerned potential employee exposures to
asbestos, noise and welding fumes.
On May 10, 1984, after a delay while renovations were being completed
at tbe facility, NIOSH investigators conducted an industrial hygiene
survey to determine if employee exposure hazards were present.
All air contaminants sampled for reflected personal and area
concentrations below OSHA standards: asbestos (range nondetectable 
0.06 fibers/cc>Sum); iron oxide (range 0.01-0.09 mg/Kl); total
particulates (range 0.21-0.50mg/M3);. and sodium hydroxide (range
nondetectable - 0.02mg/Ml), While the OSHA asbestos standard was not
exceeded, NIOSH recommends that for a carcinogen, exposure be reduced
to the lowest feasible .level .
Five workers were monitored for noise exposures. Two of the workers,
located in the Transmission/Rear End Department, were exposed to levels
of 85 and 88 dBA. Although earmuffs w~re being worn on a voluntary
basis, no formal hearing conservation program was in place. IJIOSH
recommends a maximum ·permissible noise exposure level of 85 dBA for 8
hours. While the OSHA standard is 90 dBA, exposures at or above a 'l'WA
of 85 dBA requires implementation of a hearing conservation program.
On the basis of the environmental data collected, UIOSH determined that
a potential health hazard from excessive exposure to noise and asbestos
existed at the ti~e 9f this survey. All other environmental
measurements did not indicate excessive exposures. Recommendations .
indicate the need for establishing a hearing conservation program and
continued efforts to reduce asbestos exposure.
KEYWORDS: ·stc 3714 (Motor Vehicles and Motor Vehicle Equipment), brake
drums, clutcbes, transmissions, differentials., asbestos, noise, total
particulate matter, sodium bydroxide, iron oxide.
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II.

IHTRODUCTIOB

In October 1983, the Bational Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (HIOSH) received a request from Drive Train Industries, Inc.,
Albuquerque, Hew Mexic.o , to evaluate potential employee exposure to
asbestos, noise and welding fumes. The environmental survey was
delayed unt~l .May 1984 to .allow ,or the completion of renovations being
catTied out· at the facility.
·
III .

BACKGROUBD
.

.

Drive Train Industries, Inc., Albuquerque, Hew Mexico, has been at its
present location for approximately four years and .is involved with .
rebuilding brakes, clutches, transmissions and differentials, primarily
for trucks. At the time of the survey, there were ten (10) e111ployees
including a supervisor working in the shop area. The locations of
principal· concern. were the:
1.

Brake Shoe Department, where two employees were responsible for
the teardown, stripping and relining of brakes and resurfacing
flywheels . The company has an established medical program for
those employees working in the area where asbestos work is
perform~d-

2.

Transmission/Rear End Department, where · three employees were
involved with the teardown and rebuilding of parts . Centralized
cleaning of parts was carried out in this area using compressed
air, water and a sodium hydroxide solution.

3.

Drive Line Department, where a machinist refurbished worn out
shafts and involved lathe, grindin~ and welding operations.

.(

~elding is conducted on an irregular basis and was not observed during
the survey~ .
IV.

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN AND METHODS
Personal and area samples were collected in the three departments and a
control personal sample in the Sales area. The following is a
d~scription of the techniques us ed :
A.

Asbestos
Two personal and two . area air samples were collected for asbestos
on AA filters (open faced) and counted on a phase contrast
microscope according to HIOSH Met~od P&CAM 239.

,
.r
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B.

Boise
Five personal noise level measurements were taken using
Metrosonic noise dosimeters which register on a memory cell the
dose or noise level ·~eceived during the exposure period. The
data can then be displayed as a read- out (hard copy) for each
minute at the end of the exposure period. The read-out describ~s
the accumulated· exposure for each hour and is described as the
average noise exposure for each hour evaluated .

C.

Sodium Hydroxide
..

Three general area samples were collected on AA filters and
analyzed by atomic emission spectrophotometry according to HIOSH
Method P&CAII 173 .
D.

Total Particulate Maller
one personal and three area samples were taken on pre-weighed
filters and analyzed by weight differences .

K.

Iron Oxide
one personal and one area sample was taken on AA filters and
analyzed for ~ron .by BIOSH Method P&CAII 173 after digestion by
BIOSH Method 7300.

v.

EVALUATIOH CRITERIA AHO TOXICOLOGY
A.

Environmental ·c riteria
a guide to the evaluation of the hazards posed ~y workplace
exposures, ·ITIOSH ·field staff employ environmental evaluation
criteria for assessment of a number 9f chemical and physical
agents . These criteria are ·intended to suggest levels of
exposure to which most workers may be exposed up to 10 hours per
day , 40 hours per week for a working lifetime, without
experiencing adverse health effects. It is , ~owever, important
to note that not· all workers will be protected from adverse
· health effects if their exposures are maintained below these
levels . A small 'p ercentage may experience adverse health effects
because of individual susceptibility, a pre- existing medical
condition , and/or a hypersensitivity (allergy).
As

. :
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In addition, some hazardous substances may act in combination
with other workplace exposures, the general environment, or with·
medications or personal habits of the worke~ to produce health
effects even i _f the occupational exposures are controlled at the
level set by .the evaluation criterion. These combined effects
are often not considered · in the evaluation criteria. Also, some
substances are. absorbed by direct contact with the skin .and
mucous membranes, and thus p9tentially increase the ·overall
exposure. Finally, evaluation criteria may change over the years
as new information on the toxic effects of an agent become
available.
The primary sources of environmental evaluation criteria for the
workplace are: 1) HIOSH Criteria Documents and recommendations,
2) the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists•
(ACGIH) Threshold Limit Values (TLV's), and 3) the u.s .
Department of Labor (OSHA) occupational health standards . Often,
the UIOSH recommendations and ACGIK TLV's are lower than the
corresponding OSHA standards . Both UIOSH recommendations and
ACGHI TLV's usually are based on more· recent information than are
the OSHA standards. The OSHA standards also may be required to
take into account the feasibility of controlling exposures in
various industries where the agents are used; the
HIOSH-recommended standards, by contrast, are based on concerns
relating to the prevention of occupational disease. In
evaluating the· exposure levels and the recommendations for
reducing these levels foun4 in this report, it should be noted
that industry is legally required to meet only those levels
specified by an OSHA standard.
A time- weighted average (TWA) exposure refers to the average
airborne concentration of a substance during a normal 8- to 10
hour workday. Some substances have recommended short- tet'tll
exposure limits, or ceiling values, which are intended to
supplement the TWA where there are recognized toxic effects from
high short- term e~osures .

·;

I
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Substance

Evaluation Criteria*

Source

Asbestos

LFL

HIOSH

2 fibers/cc

OSHA

85dBA
90dBA

NIOSH
OSHA

10mg/K3·
15mg/M3

ACGIH
OSHA

5mg/M3

ACGIH
OSHA

greater thim
5 microns in length

Noise
Total Particulate
Matter
Iron Oxide
(as iron)

Smg/M3
Sodium Hydroxide

2 . 0mg/M3
·2.0mg/M3

OSHA
HIOSH

*All air concentrations are expressed as time-weighed average
(TWA) exposures for up to a 10 hour workday .
mg/K3 = milligrams of substance per cubic meter of air .
LFL = Lowest feasible level.
dBA = decibels measured on the A scale .
B.

Toxicological
1.

Asbestos
Chronic exposure to asbestos fibers in sufficient quantity
may cause asbestosis, a lung disease involving fibrosis
(scarring) of the lung and progressive respiratory
impairment, and at· much lower exposure levels, various forms
of cancer including lung and gastrointestinal . No safe ·
threshold for exposure has been determined for the
prevention of asbestos-related cancer. Asbestos-exposed
workers who smoke have a much higher increase in cancer
rates than ·asbestos- exposed workers who do not smoke.
Asbestos is primarily absorbed through the lungs, and
secondarily by swallowing dusts or phlegm containing
asbestos fibers .
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2.

Boise
Bxposure to high levels of noi'se may cause temporary and/or
permanent hearing loss. The extent of damage depends
primarily upon the intensity of the noise and the duration
of the exposure. There is ·abundant epidemiological and
laboratory evidence that protracted noise exposure above 90
decibels (dBA) causes hearing loss in a portion of the
exposed population.
OSHA' s existing standard for occupational exposure to noise
(29CFR1910. 95)- specifies a maximum permissible noise
exposure level of 90dBA for a duration of 8 hours, with
higher levels allowed for shorter durations. HIOSH, in its
Criteria fo~ a Recommended standard, proposed a limit of 5
dB less than the OSHA standard.
Time-weighted average noise limits as a function of exposure
duration are shown as follows :
Duration of Exposure
(hours/day)
16
8
4

2
1

Sound Level. dBA
UIOSH
80
85
90
95

1/2

100
105

1/4
1/8

110
115*

90
95
100
105
110

115*
140dB**

*Ho· exposure to continuous noise above 115dBA.
**Ho exposure to impact or impulse noise above 140dB peak
sound pressure level (SPL).

, !
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When workers are exposed to sound levels exceeding the OSHA
standard, flexible engineering or administrative controls
must be implemented to reduce levels to permissible limits.
OSHA has_recently issued a hearing con~ervation amendment to
its noise standard . For workers exposed at or above a 'l'WA
of 85dB, the amendment requires noise exposure monitoring,
employee education, and audiometric testing. Review of .
audiograms are to be made by an audiologist or
otolaryngologist or a qualified physician in their absence.
Employees also must be notified of monitoring results within
21 days. Employee records must be kept by the employer for
up to five years after termination of employment. Finally,
for those employees exposed to noise levels exceeding 90 dBA
for eight hours and/or where audiometric testing results
indicate a hearing loss, ear protection must be worn.
3.

Total Particulate Matter
Dust particles greater than 5 microns usually are deposited
in the nose, throat and upper airways. Particles trapped in
this nasopharyngeal area normally elicit irritations with
acute symptoms of runny noses, sore throats, chest tightness
and/or coughing. In most cases, these symptoms will
dissipate upon removal from the dust.

4.

Iron Oxide
Iron oxide is usually a major contaminant of welding fumes,
especially when welding ls carried out on oxidized iron.
Exposure to ·the iron oxide fumes will produce metal fume
fever. Prolonged exposures may result in a coating of the
lung interior referred to as slderosis.

5.

Sodium Hydroxide
A strong alkali whose mist may cause eye or skin
irritation. severe exposures to the eyes may cause severe
burns ·with possible blindness.
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VI.

~NVIRONKENTAL RESULTS Am> DISCUSSIOW

Of the five personal noise samples (two brakemen and ·three gearmen),
leve~s _for two of the three gearmen equalled or exceeded the UIOSH
criteria of 85 dBA (see Table 1). ~ poten~ial noise problem existed at
the time of the investigation in the Transmission/Rear End Department.
· Although hearing protection, earmuffs, were worn by the three employees
working in the area, this was on a voluntary rather than- re~uired basis •
. ..

The results for the asbestos samples ·are listed in Table· 2 . .All
samples, both. personal and area~ were below existing OSHA standards
(range nondetectable - 0 . 06 fibers/cc). However, NIOSH strongly
recommends that efforts be taken to reduce overal( :asbestos exposure to
the lowest feasible level ; · This is based on evidence that the lowest
measurable levels of exposure may still ca~se _a~b~s ~s~rela~ed disease .

·,;

7

All areas and personal samples c~llected for iron _.oxide (range
O.Ol-0 . 09mg/K3), .total ·particulates (range 0 ; 21-0~50mg/M3), and
sodium ·hydroxide (r~nge nondetectable - 0 .02mg/K3> '~ere well below
accepted evaiuation crite~ia. The results for these materials are
found in· Tables :3-5~ - ·Eye protection ·was provideC, ·and· worn .when sodium
hydroxide mist/splash conditions ·existed. :·
., · '·· · :-· ' · , · -· · ·
. ·- ·~.:. .. .. .
,•
. . ; ::: ·: .
.
.
VII

P9HCLUSIOUS

NIOSH concluded that a health hazard did not exist to the employees
evaluated. for exposure to sodium hydroxide, iron ·oxi~~ or· total
particulates • .However, a ·potential health hazard did exist in the
Transmission/Rear End Department -from employee· exposure to ..noise and in
the Brake Shoe Department from asbestos .·

A hearing conservation program should be formalized for employees
working in the Transmission/Rear End "Department . While noise levels
would not require -the wearing of hearing protection· in this area, their
voluntary use should continue to be encouraged.· ·;~ -: ·
The medical program should be continued for employees potentially
exposed to asbestos. R.f forts should also be continued to reduce
employee exposures to the lowest feasible level . Smoking should be
prohibited in the asbestos area .

.

,

.
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IX.

DISTRIBUTION AUD AVAILABILITY
.

.

.

.

Copies of this repor·t · are currently available upon request from IIIOSH,
Division of Standard Development and Technology Transfer, Information
Resources and Dissemination Section, 4676 Columbia Parkway, Cincinnati,
Ohio 45226. After 90 days the report will be available through the
uational Technical Information Service (IITIS), Springfield,. Virginia.
In(ormation regarding its availabi'lity through IITIS can be obtained
from HIOSH, Publications Office, at the Cincinnati address.

. . ·'f

Copies of this report have been sent to:

l.
2.
3.
4.

Drive Train Industries, Inc. , Albuquerque, Hew Mexico
U.S. Department of Labor/OSHA - Region VI
HIOSH - Region VI
State Designated Agency

For the purpose of informing affected employees, a copy of this
report shall be posted in a prominent place accessible to , the·
employee for a period of 30 calendar days .
IX.
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Table 1

Personal Woise Dosimeter Levels
Drive .Train Industries, Inc.
Albuquerque, Bew Mexico

. .1

May 1984
Job/Task Description

Sampling Time
(hours)

8-Hour TWA
Boise (dBA)

/
t

Gearman l
Gearman 2
Gearman 3
Brakeman 1
Brakeman 2

BVALUATIOH .CRITERIA:

\

1

7
7
7
7

..

88
85
82
82

~

81

HIOSH 8- hour TWA 8SdBA
OSHA 8-hour TWA 90dBA
OSHA 8-hour TWA* 8SdBA

~

*OSHA Revised Hearing Conservation Regulation requires employer to institute a
hearing protection program if TWA noise exceeds 8SdBA.

.:

··.~ i

·,

Table 2

Summary of Personal and Area Air .Samples for Asbestos

..

Drive Train Industries, Inc.
Albuquerque, Hew Mexico ·

I

May 1984

Job/Area Description

Brakeman 1
Brakeman 2
Reline Bench (east end)
Flywheel Grinder/Drum Lathe

EVALUATION CRITERIA.:

Sampling Time
(minutes)

Asbestos
(fibers/cc>Sum)*
0.06
0.02.
0.02
HD

384
383

409
409

OSHA
HIOSH

i,.

2 fibers/cc>Sum

LFL

**LABORATORY LIMIT OF DETECTION: 0 ~03 fibers per field or 5000 fibers per
filter.
*=fibers per cubic centimeter greater than 5 microns in length.
**=A detection limit is calculated by dividing the minimwu observable fibers
by the maximum number of fields specified by the method.
HD= Hon- detectable and/or below laboratory limit of detec~ion. ·
LFL = Lowest feasible level.

,.

~.

Table· 3
·summary of Area Samples for Sodium Hydroxide
Drive Train Industries, Inc .
Albuquerque, Hew Mexico

May

Area Description
Washer---Karc Tornado
Rear of Washer Agitator
10 feet South of Washer
EVALUATION CRITERIA:

LABORATORY LIMIT OF DETECTION:

1984

Sampling Time
(minutes) ··.::
370
370
368

.·

. ...

·. '

mg/113 .

Sodium Hydroxide
UD
0 . 02

.. : .·: :·

0.01

OSHA
NIOSH
0 . 005mg

mg/M3 = milligrams of substance per cubic meter of air .
HD= Hon- detectable and/or below laboratory limit of detection.
mg = milligrams

•

t.

Table 4
SUmmary ~f Personal and Area Samples for Iron oxide

Drive Train Laboratories, Inc .
Albuquerque, New Mexico
May 1984

Job/Area Description

mg/113

Sampling Time
(minutes)

Machinist
.
Welding Table

RVALUATIOH CRITERIA:

Iron Oxide*

375
401

0 . 01
0.09

ACGIH
•.

;•

LABORATORY LIMIT OF DETKCTIOH:

0 . 003mg

mg/M3 = milligrams of substance per cubic meter of air
mg= milligrams

*measured as iron

'.

,

·Table

·s
• .!-

- .~

summary of _Personal and Ar_e a Samples for Total Particulate Matt.er
Drive Train Industries, Inc.
Albuquerque, Bew Mexico
f.

Kay 1984 

~ob/Area Description

Sampling Time ·
(minutes)

Reline Bench (east. end)
~rake Shoe Table (west en~)
Wheel-A-Bra tor
Salesman (front office)
EVALUATION CRITERIA:

0.46
0.44

~60
362
361
388

0.50
0.21

OSHA
ACGIH

LABORATORY LIMIT OF DBTECTIOH
mg/H3 = milligrams of substance per cubic meter of air
milligrams

mg =

mg/M3
Total Dust

0.01mg
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OCCUPATIONAL 8A!'ETY AND HEALTH

a NOTE: Asterick Denotes stayed Material

STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS

(ii) "Moltt'n mate.rials hundhng opera

no lenkal,!l' of solvent when th...~· ua·t
closed.

tions" means ull operntions, other than
• welding, burning, nnd soldering opera
tions, involving the use, melting, smelt
ing, or pouring of metals, allo~·s, salts, or
other similar substances in the molten
st.a te. Such operi,tions also include heat
treatinl,! baths, clescaling baths, die cast
ing i.te1·eotyping, galvanizing, tinninir,
and similar operations.
(iii) "Surface coating operations" means
an operations involving the application
. of protective, decorative, adhesive, or
strengthening coating or impre~nation to
one or more surfaces, or into the. inter
stices of any object or mv.terial, by means
of spraying, spreading, flowing, brushing,
roll coating, pouring, cementing, or
similar means; and any subsequent
draining or drying operations, excludinv.
open-tank operations.

(13) Scope.
(i) This pil1·agraph <<I> upplies to all OJ>t'l'il·

•

tions·invol\'ing the immersion of matea·i
als in 'liquirls, 01· in the ,·npo1·s of such
liquids, fol' the purpust' of deunin1,r or
altering their surfaces, 01· ttdcling or
imparting a finish the1·eto, 01· changing
the chanu·te1· of tht> materials, and their
suhsequen~ remontl from the liquid:,i 01·
\'apors, draininJ,t", and ch·~·h1J.t". Such OJ>t.'l'a
tions indude washing, ele<.·t1·oplutinJ,r,
anodizing, pit·kling, quenchin,c, cl~·eing,
,lippin,c, tanning, ch·essinK, l,lea<.·hing,
rle)!l't>asing, alkaline cleaning, i.t1·ipping,
1·insinJ{, digesting, an~I other similar OJ>
erations, but do not include molten mate- .
l'ials handling operation:,1, or su·1·face coat
ing operntions.

1·

'

\ '

1

'
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19l°0.9s~occuPATIONAL NOISE EXPOSURE
(a) Protection against the effects of noise
exposure shall be provided when the sound
levels exceed those shown in Table G-16 when
measured on the· A scale of n standard sound
level meter at slow response. When nuise
levels are determined by octave band analysis,
the equi\'alent A-weighted sound level may
be determined as follows:

uo ..---.---.-----------

TABLE G-16-PEllMISSIBLE °NOISE EXPostraES s

Duration per day, hours

Sound level
dBA sl01D
respome

8 -----------------------

4 -----------------------

90
92
9& ·

3 -----------------------

97

6 -----------------------

2 ----------------------- 100
1~ --------------------- 102
1 ----------------------- 105
~ or
----------------------
%
less_________________ 110
11&

100 ·200

1 When the daily noise exposure i11 composed or two or
more periods or noise exposure or di!rerent levels, their
combined effect should be considered, rather than the indi
vidual effect or each. If the sum or the following fractions:
C1fl'1 + C2fl'1.•.c.,r., exceeds unity, then, the mixed ex
posurtt should be considered to exceed the limit value. Ca
indicates the total time or exposure at a specified noise
level, and Tn indicates the total time of exposure permitted
at that level.
.

Change 19

!00 1000 2000

,ooo

8000

BAND CENTER FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Equivalent. sound level contours. Octave band sound pres
sure levels may be converted to the equivalent A-weighted
sound level by plotting them on this graph and noting the
A-weighted sound level corresponding to the point or high
el't penetration into the sound level contours. This equival
ent A-welghte~ sound level, which may dilfer from the ac
tual A-weighted sound level of the noise, is used to deter
mine exposure limlt6 f?:om Table G-,6.
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STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS

.

.

hearing conservation program and to enable
the proper selection of hearing protectors.

(1) When employees are subjected to sound ex·
ceeding those listed in Table G-16, feasible ad
ministrative or engineering controls shall ~
utilized. If such controls fail to ·reduce sound
·levels within tlie levels of Table G-16, personal
protective eqltjpment shall be provided and
·used to reduce sound levels within the levels of
the table.
·

(II) Where circumstances such as high work·
er mobility, significant variations in sound
level. or a significant component of impulse
noise make area monitoring generally inap
propriate, the employer shall use representa
tive personal sampling to comply with the
monitoring requirements of this paragraph
unless the employer can show that .area sam·
piing produces equivalent results.

Exposure to impulsive or impact noise should
not exceed 140d.B ~ sound pressure level.

(2)

(2) If the variations in noise level involve max

ima at intervals of 1 second or less, it is to be
considered continuous.

(1) All continuous, intermittent and. impul·
sive sound levels from 80 decibels to 130 deci·
bels shall be integrated into the noise meas·
urements.

(3) In all cases where the sound levels exceed
the values shown herein, a continuing, effective
hearing conservation program shall be adminis·
tered.

(II) Instruments-Used to measure employee

noise exposure shall be calibrated .to ensure
. ~easurement accuracy. . . ·

(c) Hearing conservation program.

(S) Monitoring shall be repeated whenever a
change in production, process, equipment or
controls increases noise exposures to the extent
that:

(1) The employer shall administer a continu·

ing, effective hearing conservation program,' as
described in paragraphs (c) through (o) of this
section, whenever employee noise exposures
equal or exceed an 8-hour time-weighted aver·
age sound level (TWA) of 85 decibels measured
. on the A scale (slow response) or, equivalently,
a dose of fifty percent. For purposes ofthe hear
ing conservation program, employee noise ex
posures shall. be computed in accordance with
Appendix A and Table G-16a, arid without re
gard to any attenuation provided by the use of
personal protective equipment.

· (I) Additional employees may

.· or above the action level; or
(II) The attenuation provided by hearing pro

tectors being used by employees may be ren·
· dered inadequate to ineet the requirements of
paragrap~ (j) of this section.

(2) For purposes of paragraphs (c) through (n)

of this section, an 8-hour time-weighted aver·
age of 85 decibels or a dose of fifty percent shall
also be referred to as the action level.

(d) Monltorlni.
·

(1) When information indicates that any em- ·

ployee's exposure may equal or exceed an 8·
hour time-weighted average .of 85 decibels, the
. e~ployer shall develop and implement a moni·
toringprogram.

(e) Employ- notification. ·.The employer shall
notify each employee exposed at or above an 8
hour time-weighted average of 8? decibels of the
results of the monitoring.
·
.
.
(f} Obl8rvatlon of ,monitoring. The employer
shall provide affected employees or their repre
sentatives with an opportunity to observe any
noise measurements conducted pursuant to this
section.

(I) Audiometric testing program.
(1) The employer shall establish and maintain
an audiometric testing program as provided in
this paragraph by making audiometric testing

(I) The sampling strategy shall be designed

to identify employees for inclusion in the
1910.95(g)(l)

be exposed at
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1910.SS(g}(l)

STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS

available to all employees whose exposures
equal or exceed an 8-~our time-weighted aver·
age <?f 85 decibels. ·
·

be preceded by 14 hours without exposure to
workplace noise.
(Iv) .The employer shall notify employees of

(2) The program shall be provided at no cost to

employees. _

·

· (3) Audiometric tests shall be performed by a

licens~ or. certified audiologist, otolaryngolo
gist; or other physician; or by a technician who
is certified by the Council of. Accreditation in
Occupational ·Hearing Conservation, or who
has satisfactorily demonstrated competence in
administering audiometric ex~nations, ob
taining valid audiograms, and properly using,
maintaining and checking calibration and prop
er functioning of the audiometers being used. A
technician who operates microprocessor audi·
ometers does not need to be certified. A techni
cian who performs audiometric tests must be
responsible to an audiologist. otolaryngologist
or physician.
(4) All audiograms obtained pursuant to this

section shall meet the requirements of Appen
dix C: Audiometric Measuring Instruments.
(5) Baseline audiogram.

(I} Within 6 months of an employee's first
exposure at or above the action level, the em
ployer shall establish a valid baseline audio
gram against which sub~equent audiograms
· can be compared.
(It) Mobile test van exception. Where

mobile·test vans are used to meet the audio
metric testing obligations, the employer shall
obtain !!- valid baseline audiogram within 1
year of an employee's first exposure at or
above the action level. Where baseline audio
grams are obtained more than 6 months after
the employee's first exposure at or above the
action level, employees shall wear hearing
. protectors for . any period exceeding six
months after first exposure until the baseline
audiogram is obtained. ·

'

(Ill) Testing to establish a baseline audio- ·
gram shall be preceded by at least 14 hours
without exposure ·t o workplace noise. Hear
ing protectors may be used as a substitute
for the requirement that baseline audiograms
Change30
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the need to avoid high leyels of non-occupa
tional noise exposure during the 14_-hour peri
od immediately preceding the audiometric
examination. .~ . .
(6) Annual audiogram. At least annually after

obtaining the baseline audiogram, the employ
er shall obtain a new audiogram for each em
ployee exposed at or above an 8·hour time
weighted average of 85 decibels.
(7) Evaluation of audiogram.

(I) Each employee's annual audiogram shall
be compared to that employee's baseline
audiogram to determine if the ·audiogram is
valid and if a standard threshold shift as de
fined in paragraph (g)(lO) of this section ltas
occurred. This comparison may be done by a
technician.
·
(II) If the annual audiogram shows that an
employee has .suffered a standard threshold
shift, the employer may obtain a retest with- .
in 30 days and consider the results of the re
test as the annual audiogram.
(Ill) .The audiologist, otolaryngologist, or
physician shall review problem audiograms
and shall determine whether there is a need
for further evaluation. The employer shall
provide to the person performing this evalua
tion the following information: .
(a) A copy of the requirements for hearing
conservation as set forth in paragraphs (c)
through (n) of this section;
(b) The baseline audiogram and most re
cent audiogram of the employee to be eval
uated;
·
(c) Measurements of background sound
pressure levels in the audiometric test
room as required in Appendix D: Audio
metric.Test Rooms.
.

.

Records of audiometer calibrations re
quired by paragraph (h)(5) of this section.

(d)

1910.95(gl(7)(ilil{dl
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STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS
(I) Follow-up procedurei. · ·. .

when, in the judgment of the audiologist, oto
1.aryngologist or physician who is evaluating
the audiogram:

(I) If a comparison of the ·a nnual audiogram
to the baseline audiogram indicates a stand·

ard threshold shift as defined in paragraph
(g)(lO) of this section has occurred, the em·
ployee shall be informed of this fact in writ·
ing, within 21 days of the determination.

(1) The standarci" threshold shift revealed by
the audiogram is persistent; or
(11) The hearing threshold shown in the amiu•
al audiogram indicates significant improve
ment over the baseline audiogram.

(II) Unless a physician determines that the

standard threshold shift is not work related
· or aggravated by occupational noise expo
sure, the employer shall ensure that the fol·
. lowing steps are taken when a standard
threshold shift occurs:

(II) Standard threshold shift.
(I) As used in this section, a standard thresh
old shift is a change in bearing threshold rela·
tive to the baseline audiogram of an average
of 10 dB or more at 2000, 3000, and 4000 Hz
in either ear.

(a) Employees not using bearing protec·

tors shall be fitted with hearing protectors,
trained in their use and care, and required
to use them.
(b) Employees already using hearing

(11) In determining whether a - standard
threshold shift has occurred, allowance may
be made for the contribution of aging
(presbycusis) to the change in hearing level
by correcting the annual audiogram accord·
.ing to the procedure described in Appendix
F: Calculation and Application of Age Cor

pro

tectors shall be refitted and retained in the
use of hearing protectors and provided
with hearing protectors offering greater at·
tenuation if necessary. . ·.

rection to Audiograms.
The employee shall be referred for a
clinical audiological evaluation or an oto
logical examination, as appropriate, if· ad·
ditional testing is necessary or if ·the em·
ployer suspects that a medical pathology
of the ear is caused or aggravated by the
wearing of hearing·protectors. , : ·

(c)

.,

'•

(h) Audiometric test requirements. .

..

employee is informed :of the need
for an otological examination if a medical
pathology of the ear that is unrelated to
the use of hearing protectors ~s suspected.
(d) .The

· (Ill) If subsequent audiometric 'testing of an .
employee whose exposure to· noise is less
than an 8-hour TWA of 90 decibels indicates
-that a standard threshold shift is not persis·
tent, the employer:
.·
(a) Shall inform the employee of the new
audiometric interpretation; and
(b) May discontinue tbe required use of

(1) · Audiometric tests shall be pure tone, air

conduction, hearing threshold examinations·,
with test frequencies including as a minimum
600, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 6000 Hz.
Tests at each frequency shall be taken sepa·
rately for each ear.
·

be conducted with
audiometers (including microprocessor audiom
eters) that meet the specifications of, and are
maintained and used in accordance with,
American National Standard Specification for
Audiometers, S3.6-1969.

(2) Audiometric tests shall

P) Pulsed-tone and self-recording audiometers, .
if used, shall meet the requirements specified in
Appendix C:.Audiometric Measuring lnstru·
ments.

hearing protectors for that employee.
(4) Audiometric examinations shall be admin·

(9) Revised basellne. An annual audiogram

may be substituted for the baseline audiogram
1910.95Ch)(41
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istered in a room meeting the requirements list·
ed in Appendix D: Audiometric Test Rooms.
Cbange30
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(3) Employees shall be given the opportunity

(S) Audiometer ca_llbratlon.

to select their hearing protectors from a variety
of sui~ble hearing protectors provided by the
employe_r.
·

(I) The functional operation of the· audiom

eter shall be checked before each day's use by
testing a person with known, stable hearing
thresholds, and by listening to the audiom
eter's output to make sure that the output is
free from distorted or unwanted sounds. De
viations of 10 decibels or greater require an
acoustic calibration.

(•) The employer shall provide training in the
use and care of all hearing protectors provided
to employees. ·
(S) The employer shall ensure proper initial fit

ting and supervise the correct use of all hearing
protectors.
·

(II) ·Audiometer calibration shall be checked

acoustically at least annually in accordance
with Appendix E: Acoustic Calibration of
Audiometers. Test frequencies below 500 Hz
and above 6000 Hz may be omitted from this
check. Deviations of 15 decibels or greater re
quire an exhaustive calibration.

(I) Hearing protector attenuation.
The employer shall evaluate hearing protec
tor attenuation for the specific noise environ
ments in which the protector will be used. The
employer shall use one of the evaluation meth·
ods descri~ in Appendix B: Methods for Es·
timating the Adequacy of Hea_ring Protection
Attenuation.

(1)

(Ill) An exhaustive calibration shall be per

formed at least every two years in accordance
with sections 4.1.2; 4.1.3.; 4.1.4.3; 4.2; 4.4.1;
4.4.2; 4.4.3; and 4.5 of the American National
·Standard Specification for Audiometers,
S3.6-1969. Test frequencies below 500 Hz
and above 6000 Hz may be omitted from this
calibration. :____ _

•,

ployee exposure at least to an 8-hour time
weighted average of 90 decibels as required by
paragraph (b) of this section.
·

(I) Hearing protectors.

(3) For employees who have experienced a

standard threshoJd shift, hearing protectors
must attenuate employee exposure to an 8-hour
time-weighted average o_f 85 decibels or below.

Employers shall make hearing protectors
available--to all employees exposed to an 8·hour
time-weighted average of 85 decibels or greater
at no cost to the employees. Hearing protectors
shall be replaced as necessary. 

(1)

The adequacy of hearing protector attenua·
tion shall be re-evaluated whenever employee
noise exposures increase to the extent that the
hearing protectors provided may no longer pro
vide adequate attenuation. The employee shall
provide more effective hearing protectors
. where necessary'. .
(4)

(2) Employers shall ensure that hearing protec- ·

tors are worn:
(I) By an employee who is required by para

graph (b)(l) of this section to !fe&r personal ·
protective equip,ment; and

(k) Training program.

(II) By any employee who is exposed to an 8

hour time-weighted average of 85 decibels or
greater, and who: .
(a) Has not yet had a baseline audiogram
established pursuant to paragraph (g)(5)(ii);
or
(b) Has experienced a standard ihreshold
shift.
· · '·
·
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(2) Hearing protectors must attenuate em·
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(1) ·.The

employer shall institute .a training pro
gram for all employees who are exposed to
noise at or above an S·hour time-weighted aver·
age of 85 decib~ls, and shall ensure employee
participation in such program.
(2) The training program shall be repeated an•

nually for each employee included in the hear·
ing conservation program. Information provid·
ed in the training program shall· be updated to
1910.9S(k)(21
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be consistent with changes in protective equip
ment and work proc~ss~s.
.

(b)

Date of ihe audiogram;

(c) The examiner's name;
(3) The .employer shall ensure that each em·

ployee is informed of the following:

(d) Date of the last acoustic or·exhaustive
calibration of the au_diometer; and

.(I) The effects of noise on hearing;
(e) Employee's most recent noise exposure
assessment.

(II) The purpose of hearing protectors, the

advantages, disadvantages, and attenuation
of various types, and instructions on selec·
tion, fitting; use, and care; and

The employer shall maintain accurate
records of the measurements of the back·
ground sound pressure levels in audio
metric test rooms.

(f~

(Ill) The purpose of audiometric testing, and
~m explanation of the test procedures. · . ·

(3) Record retention. The employer shall re

(I) Access to lnformatl~n and .training

tain records required in this paragraph (m) for
at least the following periods.
·

materials.

(I) Noise exposure measurement records

(1) T'ne employer shall make available to affect·

shall be retained for two years.

ed employees or their representatives copies of
th~s standard and shall also post a copy in the
workplace.

(II) Audiometric test records shall be re

tained for the duration of the affected em·
ployee's employment.

(2) The employer shall provide to affected em·

ployees any informational materials pertaining
to the standard that are supplied to the employ·
er by the Assistant Secretary. ·
.

(4) Acceu to recotd1. All records required' by
this section shall be provided upon request to
employees, former employees, representatives
designated by ihe individual employee, and the
Assistant Secretary. The provisions of 29 CFR
1910.20(a)-(e) and .(g)-(i) apply to access to rec·
ords under this section.

(3) The employer shall provide, upon request,
all materials related to the employer's training
and education program pertaining to this
standard to the Assistant Secretary and the Di·
rector.

(5) Transfer of records. If the employer ceases
to do business, the employer shall transfer to
the successor employer all records required to
be maintained by this section, and the· suc
cessor employer shall retain them for the re
mainder of the period prescribed in paragraph
(m)(3) of this section.
.

(m) Recordk~eplng.
(1) Exposure · measurements. The employer

shall maintain an accurate record of all em·
ployee exposure measurements required by
.paragraph (d) of this section.

(n) Appendices.

(2) Audiometric tests.
(I) The employer shall retain all employee au·

diometric test records obtained pursuant to
paragraph (g) of this section:
(II) This record shall include:

\

(2) Appendices F and G to this section are in·

Name and job classification of the em·
ployee;

(a)

1910.95(n)l2)

to this sec·
tion are incorporated as part of this section and
the contents of these Appendices are manda·
tory.

(1) Appendices A, B, C, D, and E

144.4

formational and are not intended to create any
additional obligations not otherwise imposed or
to detract from any existing (?bligations.
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